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Documentation, tutorials, resources:

Gorientation
A guide through the Golang universe

pure.box
Product overview

To introduction video

For an introduction to the world of Go you will find here a few selected links and recommendations.

Quick start

Deepening

Useful information

Tour of Go

If you already know other
languages, this tour will teach
you the essential features of
Go in a very short time.

Effective Go

After the quick start Effective
Go explains how you write
understandable and idiomatic
Go code.

Go Concurrency Patterns

In this talk Rob Pike explains
draft samples for concurrent
programming with Go.

Go Slices: usage and
internals

This contribution from the Go
blog sheds more light on
slices, arrays and handling
them.

Go Language Specification

Language specification is the
exact and detailed language
description.

Advanced Go Concurrency
Patterns

In-depth draft samples for
concurrent programming

Awesome Go

A moderated list of useful Go
community libraries

Go + Hardware

A moderated list of Go
community libraries for
embedded programming

Golang Weekly

Weekly newsletter with
current trends and
developments from the Go
world

https://www.wut.de/e-wwwww-ww-hpus-000.php
https://www.wut.de/e-50511-12-inus-000.php
https://www.wut.de/e-505ww-01-apus-000.php
https://tour.golang.org/welcome/1
https://golang.org/doc/effective_go.html
https://talks.golang.org/2012/concurrency.slide#1
https://blog.golang.org/go-slices-usage-and-internals
https://golang.org/ref/spec
https://blog.golang.org/advanced-go-concurrency-patterns
https://github.com/avelino/awesome-go
https://github.com/rakyll/go-hardware
https://golangweekly.com/


We are available to you in person:

Wiesemann & Theis GmbH
Porschestr. 12
42279 Wuppertal
Phone: +49 202/2680-110 (Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.)
Fax: +49 202/2680-265
info@wut.de
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